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Model overviewMotivation
Predicting cancer survival from gigapixel whole slide images (WSIs) is 
a critical challenge in computational pathology that requires modeling 
complex features of  the tumor microenvironment. 
Despite advances in using AI models for cancer prognosis, these 
models do not explicitly capture intratumoral heterogeneity, that
further complicates patient-tailored treatment regimen.

Hypothesis

By incorporating variance information of  patches within WSI, 
we extend the existing pathology AI models to better
- Predict patient survival
- Elucidate intratumoral heterogeneity within patient 
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Incorporate second-order information (variance) on top of  
original first-order information (mean) 
- Project patch features into low-dimensional space (Similar to PCA)
- Compute variance for low-dimensional embeddings
- Learn projection directions simultaneously
- Model-agnostic extension

Typical pathology AI models

1. Segment WSI into patches (130 x 130 micrometer at 20x)
2. Extract patch features with neural network
3. Compute weighted average of  patch features (mean pooling), 

with weights computed from another neural network
4. Use the average to subtype tumor or predict survival

EVALUATION ON TCGA DATASET

What does this mean?

1. Variance incorporation yielded 
higher c-index
2. Biggest improvement in 
COADREAD and UCEC
- Tumors have high mutation rates 

due to microsatellite instability
- Possibility of  mutation leading to 

heterogenous morphologies

Harrell’s C-index: Concordance between the orderings of  predicted 
patient risks and actual survival (the higher the better)

COADREAD: Colon Adenocarcinoma & Rectum Adenocarcinoma
UCEC: Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma

INTERPRETATION
COADREAD Patient #1

Dense regions of lymphocytes Dense regions of tumor cells

UCEC Patient #1

Muscle/Connective tissue Dense regions of tumor cells
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